We present a data driven approach to classify ictal (epileptic seizure) and non-ictal EEG signals using the multivariate empirical mode decomposition (MEMD) algorithm. MEMD is a multivariate extension of empirical mode decomposition (EMD), which is an established method to perform the decomposition and time-frequency (T − F ) analysis of non-stationary data sets. We select suitable feature sets based on the multiscale T − F representation of the EEG data via MEMD for the classification purposes. The classification is achieved using the artificial neural networks. The efficacy of the proposed method is verified on extensive publicly available EEG datasets.
Introduction
Epileptic seizure is a chronic neurological brain disorder that impacts peo- However, when an epileptic seizure takes place, an inequity can be seen clearly between excitation and inhibition neurons present in the brain. This leads to frequency changes (high / low) in message passing among brain cells. In clinical terms, this imbalanced discharge of electrical activity is often stated as paroxysmal activity that occurs may be in the course of epileptic seizure (ictal period) 15 or in the intervals of epileptic seizures (inter-ictal periods) [2] . Mainly there are two stages of seizure. First one is the onset stage and second one is the event stage. Onset stage shows the earliest start of seizure hyperactivity while event stage is the accurate occurrence of seizure.
In clinical practice neurophysiologists visually scan long recordings of Elec- Figure 1 . Nasion is the point at the top of the nose leveled with eyes, whereas Inion is the point in the mid-back of the head and is actually the bony lump which is located at the base of the skull.
From these points other parameters are measured in the axial and longitudinal plane. One of the rich feature of EEG is the sparking points (or epochs) linked to epileptic seizures and other waves usually classified as alpha (α), beta (β), delta (δ) and theta (θ) waves. Properties of each wave may differ depending M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D [5, 6] , Fourier transform has been used to classify seizure in EEG data; though no significant improvement was noted due to the inefficacy of Fourier based representations to handle non-stationary data, such as EEG.
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In [7] , wavelet transform was implemented to extract energy and normalized coefficient of variation as features to distinguish normal and ictal EEG signals.
He has used simple Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for classification and reported 92% accuracy.
In [8] , Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) was implemented to quantify Euclidean distance as features, and then inspected the final results visually, reliability and scalability is big question due to visual perception of humans. In [9] , SVD has also been applied and used dipole parameters and Relative Residual M A N U S C R I P T 
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MEMD performs better than EMD due to the following exceptional properties:
• MEMD supports multi-channel input, contrary to EMD which only processes single channel data.
• MEMD efficiently deals with the mode mixing problem, which is resolved 120 via combined breakdown of multiple oscillations present in a complex (higher dimensional) signal [16] . Hence, guaranteeing that the IMFs are matched in properties of both number and scale modules. A repetitive process with a concerned threshold is required to bring out the meaningful information from a non-stationary EEG signal. MEMD follows the 130 sifting process to obtain the IMFs. The first IMF contains unclear information; due to this ambiguous detail, the first IMF is not very useful in analysis.
Similarly, IMF 12 and IMF 13 are residuals, hence they do not contain any considerable information. Therefore, these two IMFs are also ignored and the remaining set i.e. IMFs 2-11 are used for analysis and are shown in Figure 3 .
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm 1: MEMD Algorithm 1: Select an appropriate set of points in order to have sampling on (n-1) range.
2:
Compute a projection, represented by
along the direction vector xθ n , for all n (the complete set of direction vectors), giving P θn (t)
as the set of projections. 3: Discover the time instants {t θn j } matching to the maxima points of the set of projected input signals
. 5: For a set of N direction vectors, the mean represented by m(t) of the envelope curves is computed as
6: Collect the detail represented by d(t)usingd(t) = x(t) − m(t). If the 'detail' d(t) meets the given stoppage criterion for a multivariate IMF, apply the above given procedure to x(t) − d(t), else apply it to the extracted detail
The termination condition is same as that presented by [17] except for the number of points. Further, zero crossings are not implemented due to undefined
extrema points for multivariate signals [16] . IMFs of a random EEG signal obtained using MEMD are shown in Figure 3 .
In the proposed method, we first obtain a multivariate signal by combining Size of dataset = 3 × 500 = 1500 (3)
Feature Extraction
As discussed in the previous section that IMFs with lower frequency information and noise has been removed. On the rest of the selected IMFs, Hilbert
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transform is applied to extract the information about instantaneous frequency and amplitude. In order to compute the weighted mean frequency we have used the equation 4 [18] .
Here f is the instantaneous frequency and a is the instantaneous amplitude obtained via Hilbert transform. Instantaneous frequency has also been used as 180 a feature.
Selection of IMFs for Classification
For rapid classification purposes, the number of IMFs is still too large and therefore, selecting statistically significant IMFs makes the dataset consider-
ably small yet useful. Therefore, t-test has been applied here to find IMFs 185 with significant P-value as shown in Table 2 . The use of any statistical test includes calculating test statistics interpreted as statistically significant value or non-significant value if it is greater or less than some threshold known as level of significance denoted by α. The most common value of is 0.05 with no identified reason [20] . Therefore, a number of researches urged to adjust this i.e. instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous frequency has been computed which are then used as input to the classifier. is shown in Figure 6 and follows the following description:
IMF -# -dataset p-value t-test (h)
• 'Synapse'are replaced with 'inputs'
• 'Activation of neuron'is replaced with weights (higher weights, stronger the 
Here 'w'are the weights of all the connections present in the neural network.
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Back propagation algorithm uses equation 6 to compute the partial derivative of cost function (given in equation 6) with respect to each weight (assigned randomly). This partial derivative is then used by gradient descent algorithm to minimize the cost function given in equation 5.
Here l is the index of hidden layer. • Set N EEG recordings were recorded for five patients in seizure-free interims from the region of hippocampal formation of opposite hemispheres of 260 the brain.
• Set F came from seizure recordings in the epileptogenic zone.
• And the set S only contained recordings of the patients showing seizure activity.
All of the EEG data was recorded using 128-channel amplifier system. After 265 12-bit conversion (analogue to digital), data was written to disk with 173.61Hz of sampling rate. 0.53-40Hz was the pass band range for the band-pass filter used to record the frequencies in certain range. 
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In order to obtain the results dataset has been divided into training, validation and testing sets as shown in Table 3 . 
Classification Results
Results obtained by deploying our proposed method are quite good in comparison to other methods of decomposition like SVD, EMD. Confusion matrix shown in Figure 7 shows the training, validation and testing results, classified by ANN using back propagation algorithm.
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In Figure of lower frequency and trend [18] . And the first IMF contains more noise as compare to others. Hence we have chosen 2-4 IMFs because of the valuable information content present in them.In [13] , no such reduction has been done. On 320 the rest of the IMFs, Hilbert Transform is applied to extract the instantaneous frequency and amplitude. In order to compute the weighted mean frequency equation 4 has been used [18] : t-test has been applied on the IMFs to choose M A N U S C R I P T
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the IMFs with most significant P(probability) value. Level of significance in t-test denoted by has been adjusted using Bonferroni correction [19] . There
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has been no such adjustment in [13] . After then dataset has been divided into training, validation and testing sets. Spectral features from the IMFs with most significant p-value have been used to train the ANN with back propagation algorithm. Overall obtained accuracy using ANN is 87.2% as shown in Table 4 .
However no such detailed information is given in [13] . Her research interests include performance characterization of vision algorithms and local image features detection, description and matching techniques for tracking and navigation applications. Currently, she is involved in research to develop a navigation system for visually impaired people using Microsoft Kinect sensor. Mrs. Kanwal remained a student member of the IEEE Computer Society, the Institution of Engineering and Technology, and the British Machine Vision Association. She has been involved in reviewing for conferences and journals. 
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